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SUPPORTING Andy Turonie FOR Minnesota State House 
 

Chinese American Alliance Action (CAA-Action), a National non-government organization 

headquartered in Chicago, Illinois, with grassroots members of Chinese Americans across the 

United States, is proud to announce that we endorse Mr. Andy Turonie for Minnesota House 

Representative for District 53A. 

CAA-Action promotes common sense values of traditional American families and safeguards 

the right of equal protection with an emphasis on Chinese and Asian American communities to 

foster dialogue among all Americans. Members of CAA-Action believe in hard-working, 

economy, planning, education, law and order. They believe that those who work harder can be 

rewarded more. Mr. Turonie represents these values. 

CAA-Action believes that Mr. Turonie is the most qualified to represent people in District 

53A in Minnesota State House. He has 22 years experiences in private sector business sales, 

working to help families and small businesses flourish.  He advocates for fiscal conservative and 

responsible spending in government, which allows the most economically prosperous climate for 

all Minnesotans.  

Mr. Turonie also supports local controls and believes local governments such as cities, 

counties, school boards should have more controls on matters that are most important to local 

residents. He believes every community has its own characteristics, and applying a state-mandated  
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or federal-mandated “one size fits all” solution to our schools and communities takes power away 

from the people who know their communities the best: the residents. He believes all legal 

immigrants are Americans, no matter where they come from or their skin color. He supports 

amending or repealing the Minnesota data disaggregation bill, a bill that unfairly uses race, skin 

color, and ethnicity in Minnesota public K-12 schools and segregate Asian Americans into 

different subgroups for education purposes. 

Following the endorsement, CAA-Action members will organize fundraising and volunteering 

activities to support Mr. Turonie’s campaign. We are proud to stand behind Mr. Turonie. Please 

join us in making donations to and voting for Mr. Turonie as Minnesota State House 

Representative for District 53A. 

 

 

Andy Zhang 

 

President of CAA Action 

July 16, 2018 

 

 


